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Announcing TDM LEDVision™

“ LEDVision™ - The Software Based LED Sensor ”

LEDVision™ is a camera and software based LED color and intensity analysis software 
product and service specifically tailored to in-circuit and functional tests in manufacturing. It is 
intended for those situations where LED sensors become cost prohibitive due to the count of 
LEDs to be tested or not individually controlled.

Example:

White LED lighting product – 168 LEDs – All on or off, no individual control.

Using the best sensor product available, the cost per LED would be ~$200 USD in each test 
fixture made for the product. Many of these fixtures are made in multiple copies for 
production test capacity. These particular sensors are a very elegant product that indicates 
color and intensity.

168 (LEDs) x $200 (per sensor) = $33,600 per fixture
(Superior sensor, $200 per LED. (Installed, “out the door” at your fixture supplier.))

TDM LEDVision™ is designed for this situation and in the first implementation with software 
licensing for much less than the sensor solution. Even better, subsequent implementations 
are even lower in cost, just the hardware and new test profile preparation and installation.
So, a first implementation would cost $136 per LED and following implementations for less 
than $33 per LED.

Description

TDM LEDVision™ distinguishes itself from sensors in practical usage in that it can compare 
the LEDs seen and determine which are dimmer and brighter than the others associated. The 
power of this is that LEDs which are cosmetically dimmer, brighter and those that may be 
bright due to incandescence and may be potential failures can be removed.

TDM LEDVision™ is a licensed software product that is licensed to the tester, so costs are 
reduced due to the technology used and the fact that the costs per fixture are minimized. 
New applications on licensed testers are very low cost. The cost of the camera, mounting 
hardware and setup costs only. (Call for a competitive quotation.)

TDM LEDVision™ is a fully flexible software tool that allows the user to control the definition 
of color and even final control of Gamma settings before analysis is performed to 
compensate for all color and intensity distortion of the camera system. Color definition, color 
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balance tolerance, absolute intensity and odd-man-out tests are all possible. Tests are 
executed in seconds. There is no waiting for tester scanners and meters to settle.

Operation Examples: (performed with an Arduino powered 8x8 RGB array.)

Dim White LED.

                                      LED_4_4: PASS COLOR, EXPECTED: "W"; FAIL INTENSITY:  37.0% 
[615B5F]
                                 
                                      LED TEST FAILED.
                                              
                                      TOTAL FAILS:   1
                                      TOTAL PASSES:  63
                                      TOTAL TESTS:   64
                               
                                      04-13-2012
                                      10:31:38 

Color LEDs And Dead LED Where WHITE Is Expected.

                                           LED_1_1: FAIL COLOR, EXPECTED: "W"; FAIL INTENSITY:  34.8% [8E0D70]
                                           LED_2_2: FAIL COLOR, EXPECTED: "W"; PASS INTENSITY:  43.0% [947441]
                                           LED_3_3: FAIL COLOR, EXPECTED: "W"; FAIL INTENSITY:  18.6% [02127A]
                                           LED_4_4: FAIL COLOR, EXPECTED: "W"; FAIL INTENSITY:  37.3% [2B777B]
                                           LED_4_5: PASS COLOR, EXPECTED: "W"; FAIL INTENSITY:   0.9% [010006]
                                           LED_5_5: FAIL COLOR, EXPECTED: "W"; FAIL INTENSITY:  29.7% [933F10]
                                           LED_6_6: FAIL COLOR, EXPECTED: "W"; FAIL INTENSITY:  30.3% [2D6D4E]
                                           LED_7_7: FAIL COLOR, EXPECTED: "W"; FAIL INTENSITY:  29.3% [047F5D]
                                           LED_8_8: PASS COLOR, EXPECTED: "W"; FAIL INTENSITY:  33.4% [5D485B]

                                           LED TEST FAILED.

                                           TOTAL FAILS:   9
                                           TOTAL PASSES:  55
                                           TOTAL TESTS:   64
     
                                           04-13-2012
                                           11:42:45                                                           

Passing Case Where WHITE Is Expected.

                                       LED TEST PASSED.

                                       TOTAL FAILS:   0
                                       TOTAL PASSES:  64
                                       TOTAL TESTS:   64

                                       04-13-2012
                                       11:45:50
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Statistical Test Feature (Color and Intensity)

This test which runs automatically, finds the odd color or oddly too bright or too dim.

LED_1_8: INTENSITY MEASURED: 325.9
         INTENSITY EXPECTED: 373.4
         LIMITS ARE: 337.2 AND 409.5
         (GROUP=B; MEAN=373.4; STD=12.1; MAX=765)

LED_6_4: INTENSITY MEASURED: 346.0
         INTENSITY EXPECTED: 381.4
         LIMITS ARE: 354.8 AND 408.0
         (GROUP=A; MEAN=381.4; STD=08.9; MAX=765)

LED_1_8: COLOR DEVIATION MEASURED: 064.0
         EXPECTED DEVIATION: 021.2
         LIMITS ARE: 000.0 AND 059.2
         (GROUP=B; MEAN=021.2; STD=12.7; MAX=765)

LED TEST FAILED.

TOTAL FAILS:   4
TOTAL PASSES:  60
TOTAL TESTS:   64

07-06-2012
02:59:38

Test Conditions: LED at 1,8 (1,1 is at lower right) is set to violet, LED at 6,4 is set to dim 
white. All others are set to White.

Automation of FCT (Functional Test)

This was an easy 20 minute set up LEDVision™, the results of the display read are in the file.
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Two seconds from camera shot to display decode. Better than an operator reading the 
display and answering the FCT test executive.

Conclusions:

TDM LEDVision™ is specifically designed for the board test, sub assembly and device 
screening markets. As such, TDM LEDVision™ is more than a sensor. Cosmetic differences 
or variations in brightness and color can be detected for the first time using the unique 
statistical test feature. In other words, LEDVision first tests against absolute limits, then, it 
tests against the population characteristics of the board under test.

More than a mere sensor!

Applications:

- LED Lighting and Illumination Products

- Automotive signals and running lights

- Traffic Signals and Warning Signs

- Machinery displays and consumer product displays

- Mass LED screening by manufacturers, distributors

- Automation of FCT Functional Test.

Advantages:

1. Faster to test than with sensors. (Depending on camera quality, how many LEDs to test 
and image resolution.)
2. Discount for more licensed testers.
3. Camera and setup costs ONLY for duplicate / new application fixtures.
4. Overall cost is lower than sensors after about 20 LEDs.
5. This is the best solution for situations where all or most of the LEDs are not individually 
controllable.
6. The more that LEDVision™ is used, the lower the cost it is for the user.

Note: Cameras are not meant to be interchanged between test fixtures in this system. The 
camera should be dedicated to the test fixture for the life of the fixture. Mounting should be 
solid and predictable to prevent manufacturing problems of portability mechanical indexing.

“ LEDVision™ - The Software Based LED Sensor ”
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